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Level Eleven:  The State of Oneness 

 
Have you ever experienced that moment in time when you just knew you were “one” 

with the ALL?  That moment when you knew you were connected to Mother 

Earth/God/Source/Universal Flow?  Sometimes it happened during prayer, meditation, 

being quiet; sometimes it happened during a walk or a drive; sometimes it happened 

outside in nature, but sometimes it happened inside.. BUT it was that moment when all is 

connected... you just “feel” it.  You are in a state of oneness with all that is.  You are 

vibrating all together.. all parts of you are “in sync”....  that moment of pure bliss, of pure 

balance, that moment when all is well; all is peaceful......   At that moment, all the outer 

worlds of you have aligned with all your inner worlds.... Mother Earth is in balance with 

the universe... You have more clarity, a clearer and more quality channel of energy.  How 

can we learn to sustain this congruency?  How can we “live” in this state?  How do we 

get there?   This is a point of Triple Point (body/mind/spirit).. vibrating with your outer 

world (auric field)....   Where you are in true balance; where you can be nonjudgmental, 

but yet compassionate; where you can model this behavior without saying a word.  This 

is a step beyond the “Gold Light Exercise” we have taught for years...  We can guide you 

through a process to get to this state of “oneness”.  This work is NOT dependent upon 

any of our other work... it is a “stand alone”.. actually for anyone.  This work brings the 

lower vibration of the physical body up to the higher vibration of the higher self. (Instead 

of the old example of two tops spinning.. the top spinning the fastest will always slow 

down to the slower speed ....  This work reverses this... from higher to slower  TO slower 

going up to the higher.)  Cost $333.00 
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